Welcome to Dorothy Rowe’s Media Kit
Byline Biography:
Dorothy Rowe went through a transformation of awareness in 2008 when she began seeing very subtle levels
of creation and using that perception to heal herself and others. Dorothy says she is only a witness to the
healing process carried out by Divine intelligence. Dorothy’s perception of the subtle strata of manifestation
allows her to report extraordinary details of this healing transformation, or energy work, to her clients. Her
goal is to enable all her clients to develop their own abilities for profound self-healing. Dorothy offers private
consultations, webinars, and distance (remote) energy work sessions.

Broadcast Biography:
Do we have the ability to heal ourselves using only our awareness and intention? Is there a way to address
health concerns directly by attending to their non-physical causes, rather than treating their physical
symptoms? Today our guest is Dorothy Rowe, who says she is a witness, or reporter, to the natural healing
process which is everyone’s birthright. Dorothy conducts monthly webinars on healing, or energy work, and
has clients in every part of the world. She says she wants to make herself obsolete by showing everyone how
to develop their own abilities for profound self-healing.

Full Biography:
Dorothy Rowe was clairvoyant as a child, but a rough teenage period caused her abilities to wane. After
learning meditation in her mid-teens, the inner vision began to return. She moved to Fairfield, Iowa in 1980
and devoted herself to creating world peace by meditating with a large group of people practicing meditation.
Early in 2008, Dorothy underwent a transformation of awareness which allowed her to perceive very fine
layers of creation and use that ability to heal herself and others. Quietly, she used this ability to heal herself,
her family and close friends. In 2012, Dorothy was invited to do some healing work for compensation. By
word of mouth only, her practice has grown. She now has clients on four continents.
Dorothy says she actually does no healing herself, but is only a witness to the healing process carried out by
the Divine intelligence which resides within all of us. Dorothy’s perception of the subtle strata of manifestation
allows her to report extraordinary details of this healing transformation, or energy work, to her clients.
Dorothy currently offers private consultations by phone and Skype, monthly webinars, and remote healing
sessions through her website, www.distanceenergywork.com The website offers many free resources on
energy healing. Dorothy also has a popular YouTube channel, Distance Energy Work, where she uploads free
healings and lessons on self-healing every week.

Press Release
Dorothy Rowe: Empowering the Healer Within
“Anyone can awaken their inner healer through energy work.” says Dorothy Rowe, a highly-skilled energy
healer who offers a systematic understanding of our inner landscape and practical procedures for enlivening
our own healing mechanisms. Dorothy believes, “Self-mastery over all aspects of life is the birthright of every
person. Now is the time for all people to awaken their innate potential to govern the manifestation process and
begin to live the life they have always know was possible.”
Dorothy especially enjoys working with spiritually-oriented independent thinkers looking for sustainable,
autonomous solutions for their concerns. For those willing to take possession of this knowledge, energy work
has a lot to offer. Dorothy’s clients range from young adults to seniors. Dorothy makes no claims to be the
healer herself,–she insists that she “is just a witness to the healing transformations” Dorothy says the real
healers are God, our own higher self, and our angelic helpers in the celestial realms.
Dorothy says her work aims at deepening and expanding each person’s view of their own being and potential
as “a multidimensional entity in an infinitely expanding creation.” Her clients learn how to direct their
attention to produce the results they desire for their health, relationships, and individual growth.
Dorothy’s goal is to help as many people as possible enhance their experience of life and become selfsustaining and self-sufficient masters of their own healing process.
Here are Dorothy’s current programs:
Dorothy’s Website has many free informative videos and how-to-heal-yourself articles.
Dorothy’s Youtube channel offers healing videos and mini-courses to empower self healing.
Dorothy’s Blog is updated weekly, with lots of interesting tidbits related to energy healing.
The Distance Energy Work Newsletter is published twice a month and includes a bonus free group healing
with every issue.
Dorothy’s Live webinars are 1 hour and 15 minutes of knowledge and energy healing on a specific topic
.Webinars are scheduled twice a month, $25 per location.
Distance Energy Work sessions can begin within 1 – 2 weekdays. These group sessions are perfect for those
with a limited budget, desiring ongoing support for their concerns.
Private consultations are $180/hr with a waiting period of several months.

Possible Interview Questions for Dorothy Rowe
What is Energy Healing?
What happens in a distance healing session?
What do you do in a personal consultation?
Can anyone heal themselves?
What are the differences between your work and traditional wellness practices?
How did you get into energy healing?
What is your training?
What can a person expect from energy work?
How do you address ancestral work and transforming DNA?
How would you describe the human physiology from the perspective of energy healing?

